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DIFFERENTIATION OF INTEGRALS 
J. TI§ER, Department of Mathematics FEL uVUT, Zikova 4, Praha 6, Czechoslovakia 
(23.6. 1987, supervisor 3. LukeS) 
The dissertation is devoted to the study of differentiation of integrals. 
The first part contains an extension of duality result from [13. The we-
ak Vitali property of general differentiation basis is investigated in conne-
ction with the ability to derdvate some function spaces. We show that when 
Young function Y satisfies some weak regularity and growth condition the va-
lidity of Lebesgue Differentiation Theorem for Orlicz space L A is equivalent 
to the classical weak Vitali covering property with respect to the norm of 
dual space Lw . This cover in particular the classical case $(t)=t ln+t. The 
growth condition of Y cannot be relaxed (a counterexample is constructed). 
The second part is concerned in the problem of differentiation in an in-
finitely dimensional space. It is known, besides special counterexamples, that 
Lebesgue Differentiation Theorem holds in an infinitely dimensional Hilbert 
space for some class of Gaussian measures but only with convergence in measu-
re. Using fine analysis of Gaussian measure together with deep Stein-Strom-
berg's result 121 we can assert that Differentiation Theorem with convergence 
a.e. holds for Gaussian measures with sufficiently quickly decreasing covari-
ance. 
Duality between differentiation and overlap gives weak Vitali Covering 
Theorem also in the infinitely dimensional Hilbert spaces. 
References: 
til GUZMAN M. de: Real variable methods in Fourier analysis, North Holland 
Mathematics Studies 46(1981). 
[21 STEIN E.M., STRdMBERG J.O.: Behavior of maximal functions in R for lar-
ge n, Arkiv for Mat. 21(1983), 259-269. 
ITERATIVE METHODS FOR THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
OF ELASTICITY 
R. BLAHATA, Hornick^ ustav USAV, Hladnovska* 7, 71000 Ostrava 2,Czechoslovakia 
(24.6. 1987, supervisor I. Marek) 
The thesis deals with the iterative solution of systems of linear algeb-
raic equations arising from the discretization of the boundary value problem 
of elasticity. 
The first part of this work is devoted to preconditions conjugate gradi-
ent method with preconditioning given by approximate factorization of the se-
parate displacement component part of the stiffness matrix. 
Multilevel method with correction by aggregation of unknowns are consid-
ered in the second part of this work. We study the convergence rate and sug-
gest use of overcorrection to accelerate the convergence of the method. 
DISCRETE TIME LOSS SYSTEMS AND STOCHASTIC APPROXIMATION WITH DELAYED 
OBSERVATIONS 
Mahmoud Ahmed M. EBRAHIM, Zagazig University, Egypt 
(14.9. 1987, supervisor V. DupaC) 
The discrete time loss system D/GI/K/0, where the symbols have the usual 
meaning, is investigated, especially its efficiency e (the complement of 
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the loss probability). Explicit formulas for e are given for small K's and 
T's, where T is the upper bound of the service time. Tables of e are calcu-
lated for a set of bounded service time distributions, both the exact values 
ant the approximate ones, obtained by replacing the true distribution by a 
geometric one. The same is done for the system D/GI/K/0/*, a modification of 
the preceding one, characterized by simultaneous servicing of two consecuti-
ve customers by one server. 
Both systems are then utilized as models for the Robbins-Monro and the 
Kiefer-Wolfowitz stochastic approximation procedures with delayed observati-
ons and with allocation of observations into K parallel series. The results 
achieved for the mentioned systems enable us to conclude about the efficien-
cy of both stochastic approximation procedures and they provide a recom-
mendation for the choice of the number of series K. Moreover, statistical 
properties of both approximation procedures are studied, in particular the 
asymptotic normal distribution and the efficiency in the sense of the asymp-
totic estimation theory. 
TIME SERIES WITH RANDOM PARAMETERS 
A. KOUBKOVA, Matematicko-fyzikalni fakulta UK, Malostranske" namesti 25,11800 
Praha 1, Czechoslovakia 
(14.9. 1987, supervisor 3. Andel) 
The present work is devoted to the study of some special models of auto-
regressive sequences with random parameters. In the main focus are the ques-
tions of weak stationarity and the covariant structure of this kind of proces-
ses. The following results have been obtained. 
We have found conditions for weak stationarity in case of a multidimen-
sional generalized model of an autoregressive sequence with independent ran-
dom parameters, and shown that each of the models of this kind is matched by 
a basic model enjoying the same covariant structure. 
Next we have described in detail two types of one-dimensional first-or-
der autoregressive sequences with the parameters themselves forming a one-di-
mensional sequence of moving averages, of the first order as well. One of the-
se types has been generalized to the case of an autoregression of a higher 
order. We have succeeded in proving that any interdependence occurring among 
the parameters substantially influences the stationarity of the process. The-
re is a stationary solution but if the random parameters satisfy some very 
special conditions. The covariance structure of all of such models was always 
identical with that of one of the classical random sequences, either the whi-
te noise or the classical autoregression. This similarity has been extensive-
ly exploited for the calculation of the inverse of the variance matrix and 
for the derivation of the form of the best linear prediction in a finite se-
ries. 
In the concluding chapter we investigate two of the models mentioned, 
namely, the ones with the covariance structure of white noise. We show that 
in the case of the autoregression of the first and second order, the proces-
ses of the squares of these sequences possess the covariance structure of the 
classical autoregression of the respective order. However, in order to obtain 
conditions of stationarity for the processes of squares we first have to sol-
ve the multidimensional finite moment problem, which remains open. 
The results established here can be utilized in the first place in the 
theory of time series with random parameters. 
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